Real-Time Automatic Selection of the Best Shot on Object in 4K Video Stream Based on Tracking Methods in Virtual Cropped Views
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Abstract: In this paper, a novel approach for real-time automatic object tracking from multiple cropped views using 4K video capturing device is presented. System itself is based on TLD object tracking algorithm. As a first ultra-high definition video and selected object tracking method is analyzed. Subsections of 4K video output from capturing device are utilized to create new, so called “virtual cropped views”. The developed model was rudimentary implemented and tested in the laboratory conditions and it is expected to be used in the real conditions.
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1. Introduction

Object tracking is widely covered area and focus of many studies. Survey carried out to estimate the performance of the latest algorithms may be found in [1]. Say we are interested in tracking of a lecturer or some presenter on a stage, first step is to provide some form of object tracking. In this way one user with one capturing device will be able to provide single tracking of an object. However assume presence of multiple devices, i.e. multiple users and multiple capturing devices are present and say they all are trying to cover the scene. Object of interest is usually not static but has rather dynamic characteristics, due to this capturing devices have to be physically moved (case of one device), or multiple capturing devices have to be available.

2. Ultra-High Definition Video and Object Tracking Methods

2.1. 4K Video

When referring to 4K resolution we mean any video of size up to 4000 pixels per line. 4K is rather new technology, according to [2] was 4K support announced by YouTube in July of 2010. Though 4K is up to 4000 pixels per line [3] notes that most applications refer to 4K as a frame size with dimensions of 3840x2160 which is four times full HD resolution, i.e. 1080p. Authors further note that streaming of uncompressed 4K video is difficult due to high data bit-rate. However once some form of compression is used the communication is not that critical, this was proved by [4] who developed 4K bi-directional communication system using JPEG 2000. For brief introduction to 4K technology see [5].
2.2. Object tracking in video

From the variety of object tracking approaches we primarily focus on Tracking-Learning-Detection or for short TLD algorithm which was introduced by Zdenek Kalal as a part of his PhD thesis [6]. Idea of TLD was to design an algorithm for long-term tracking of the unknown objects (selection carried out by bounding box), however detection of the objects with the known pattern is available as well (image with an known object of interest). Four essential components of TLD are:

- **Tracker** — used for object motion estimation while having adaptive properties towards appearance and illumination changes.
- **Learning** — used for preserving model of an object, this component is analyzing the outputs of the one previously described component and of the detector; errors introduced by detector as estimated.
- **Detector** — used for detection of appearances represented by object.
- **Integrator** — used for incorporation of outputs from tracker and detector; its output is hypothesis about state of an object.

In order to distinguish object from the background author does not utilize any feature subtraction technique but idea of positive and negative patches that are ordered according the time. To classify which patch is which is used Nearestneighbor classification.

TLD algorithm was also used for face detection based on a priori information described in [7]. Another research focused on face detection utilizing TLD was carried out by [8]. However in this case authors developed its modified version BP-TLD, BP here stand for Back Projection which is used for calculation of histogram model of the specific feature. Authors of research [9] extended TLD of external detector and thus enabled multi-object tracking at the same time. In [10] TLD was empirically demonstrated to be used in multi-camera environment, concluding that its operation is feasible, providing lightning conditions and orientation of cameras is kept analogous.

In our research is TLD algorithm chosen to be used as a tool for the object tracking.

3. Design of Model for Selection the Best Shot on Object

3.1. Model for Selection of Best Shot for Separated Multi-camera Systems

Fig. 1. Function of auto-switching solution from multiple cameras sources of different type.
Based on our previous research [11] was created model and prototypes of solution which enhances video experience from specific live streams to distant audience with autonomous director that improves surveillance and tracking abilities through the various multi-camera systems. Solution (Fig. 1) evaluates the best view on the object in real-time and delivers only the best output.

Just stated outputs of the research could also be used in cases when tracking the position of the speaker and auto-switching the best angle from multiple cameras is highly preferred. Such situations arise, for example, during conferences and university lectures/seminars. Multiple cameras, without manual operation, would track the speaker and automatically change to different viewing angles based on the movement. Our solution is designed to provide automated source switching based on actual position of the speaker without changing the physical placements of the cameras or without their rotation itself. The new approach of our auto switching best shot solution does not presume utilization of multiple physical cameras but only the one ultra-high definition camera through creation of a multiple virtual cropped views from the original image.

3.2. Creating a Virtual Cameras Views from One 4K Video Source

Frequently scene’s conditions allow replacing the multiple physical cameras capturing such scene by one 4K camera, i.e. the whole scene will be captured from distance. For instance, live stream from one 4K camera capturing the conference hall from back could deliver 720p output stream composed of multiple cropped views, which brings an impression of using multiple cameras to distance viewers. Say one cropped view from whole 4K image is focused on detail of speaker, second on presentation screen, another on discussion table or the audience. This method is usable for capturing various types of scenes with only one 4K camera, while being also adaptable in surveillance or production monitoring. Previous tracking of object of interest in video enabled us to define optimal virtual camera views in 4K based on object moving trajectory (Fig. 2) or establish the most common object of appearance (Fig. 3). These virtual views could be of different sizes (360p, 480p, 720p, 1080p) and they can overlap or contain each other.

Fig. 2. Multiple virtual cameras view of size of 360p in one 4K video.
3.3. Model for Selecting the Best Shot for Virtual Cameras in 4K Video

Once the multiple views based on previous object appearances are defined or automatically formatted there is need to use an evaluation metric for each virtual view. This metric is calculated related to parameters of tracked object from sight of each virtual view. Metric is composed of positional element, dimensional element and reliability element:

\[ M_n^i = (M_p^i + M_v^i) \times M_d^i \]  \( (1) \)

The object is tracked for whole scene of 4K image and there is no need to track multiple times locally for each virtual camera view, this is done with aim to make computations more effective. The coordinates of object position, width \( w \), and height \( h \) are calculated in real time using starting point of virtual view \([x_n, y_n]\), virtual view image ratio \( r_n \) and also height \( p_n \) of virtual view in pixels. The state of tracked object for \( n \) virtual view could be represented by vector:

\[ O_n^i = [x - x_n, y - (y_n - p_n), w, h, d] \]  \( (2) \)

The dimensional element of metric is calculated from ratio of width of tracked object and width of virtual view:

\[ M_v^i = \frac{w}{p_n \times r_n} \]  \( (3) \)

The reliability element is composed of the percentage expression of reliability of detection of the object being tracked using TLD algorithm. In general, the same number is created in specific time for each virtual view from overall scene. The positional element of metric is calculated from zonal division (Fig. 4) of each virtual view.
The zones are divided related to optimal composition. The rate is higher related how far the object is from intersections of thirds of virtual view. Revealing if the object is in near to optimal composition is based on several conditions with inequalities (4):

\[
(x - x_n - \frac{p_n \times r_n}{3})^2 + (y - (y_n - p_n) - \frac{p_n}{3}) < \left( \frac{p_n \times r_n}{10} \right)^2
\]

\[
(x - x_n - \frac{2 \times p_n \times r_n}{3})^2 + (y - (y_n - p_n) - \frac{2 \times p_n}{3}) < \left( \frac{p_n \times r_n}{10} \right)^2
\]

\[
(x - x_n - \frac{p_n \times r_n}{3})^2 + (y - (y_n - p_n) - \frac{2 \times p_n}{3}) < \left( \frac{p_n \times r_n}{10} \right)^2
\]

\[
(x - x_n - \frac{2 \times p_n \times r_n}{3})^2 + (y - (y_n - p_n) - \frac{2 \times p_n}{3}) < \left( \frac{p_n \times r_n}{10} \right)^2
\]

The overall metrics in time \( t \) for each virtual view is stored to the evaluation vector: \( H_t = [M_{1t}, M_{2t}, ... M_{nt}] \). Calculating the formula \( \max_{0<k \leq n} M_{kt} \) of all metrics in real time will give the source with the best metric in real time. This source has the best view on tracked object and will be switched to the output of live stream by cropping the overall 4K image by specific virtual view dimensions. Enhanced experience of switching the virtual view with object’s best appearance without latency could be calculated by using \( k \) historic values of object parameters for each virtual view to predict the state of the object in one video frame forward (5).

\[
PO_k = \begin{pmatrix}
    x^t - x_n & y^t - (y_n - p_n) & w^t & h^t & d^t \\
    x^{t-1} - x_n & y^{t-1} - (y_n - p_n) & w^{t-1} & h^{t-1} & d^{t-1} \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
    x^{t-k} - x_n & y^{t-k} - (y_n - p_n) & w^{t-k} & h^{t-k} & d^{t-k}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

4. Experimental Realization of Proposed Model

System based on interconnecting the vMix system with 2x SDI 4K video capture card with RED 4K camera was implemented. One capture card is handling the tracking of object using the TLD algorithm. Another is
used to crop the image in vMix system. This test environment allows us to create multiple various sized virtual views that are automatically switched to the output with FFmpeg encoder based on calculated evolitional metric in real time based on object tracking results from TLD (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Interconnection between components of experimental proposed solution.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we presented a new approach for automatic selection of the best shot on the object of interest in a real-time utilizing 4K definition-capturing device. Tracking of the object is utilized using TLD algorithm while selecting the best shot from the 4K video with virtual cropped view. This selection is automatic and based on the pre-learned pattern. The proposed model was implemented and tested in the laboratory environment. As for the future work the plan test the system in the real world conditions.
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